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Everything you really want...
Prices are subject to change without prior notification

Stanley 2 Seater sofa

The exposed solid wood frame is the elegant focal point of Stanley sofa, where the expert woodwork is revealed in the details of the joinery. The taut 
upholstery of the backrest provides a crisp appearance, while the deep back cushions with generously folded upholstery portray the exceptional 
comfort the sofa offers. Designed by Luca Nichetto and manufactured by De La Espada for the Nichetto brand.

2Seater
W215 × D88 × H82 cm, seat height 45 cm, seat depth 65 cm

2Seater Wide
W170 × D88 × H82 cm, seat height 45 cm, seat depth 65 cm

SPECIFICATION
Available in American black walnut, American white oak, or European Ash in a range of finishes, and a range of fabrics.
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Stanley 3 Seater sofa

The exposed solid wood frame is the elegant focal point of Stanley sofa, where the expert woodwork is revealed in the details of the joinery. The taut 
upholstery of the backrest provides a crisp appearance, while the deep back cushions with generously folded upholstery portray the exceptional 
comfort the sofa offers. Designed by Luca Nichetto and manufactured by De La Espada for the Nichetto brand.

SIZE / Price
W244 × D88 × H82 cm, seat height 45 cm, seat depth 65 cm

SPECIFICATION
Available in American black walnut, American white oak, or European Ash in a range of finishes, and a range of fabrics. 
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Stanley Armchair

The exposed solid wood frame is the elegant focal point of Stanley, where the expert woodwork is revealed in the details of the joinery. The taut 
upholstery of the backrest provides a crisp appearance, while the deep back cushions with generously folded upholstery portray the exceptional 
comfort the chair offers. Designed by Luca Nichetto and manufactured by De La Espada for the Nichetto brand.

SIZE / Price
W96 × D88 × H82 cm, seat height 45 cm, seat depth 65 cm

SPECIFICATION
Available in American black walnut, American white oak, or European Ash in a range of finishes, and a range of fabrics.


